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Chapter 1: Introduction and Process

1.1 This Area Action Plan is part of a portfolio of documents called the Local Development Framework (LDF). Plymouth’s LDF, together with the Regional Spatial Strategy, forms the statutory Development Plan for this area.

1.2 The LDF Core Strategy (adopted in April 2007) sets out the high-level principles for development in Plymouth and these are expanded in the supporting Area Action Plans and other Development Plan Documents, which provide more specific detail on the opportunities within key areas. This Document does not repeat the policies contained within the Core Strategy, but amplifies the Core Strategy Area Vision 3 for the City Centre and University. The two Plans should be read together to aid decision-making. Core Strategy policies will be material to decisions within the Plan area, but where there is a fundamental difference between the two plans, the detail and policies of this Area Action Plan should take precedence over those in the Core Strategy (as noted in paragraph 5.3 of the Core Strategy). The timescale for this Area Action Plan is for the period from 2006 to 2021.

1.3 A successful, revitalised and exciting City Centre and University area is a key part of the Core Strategy vision for Plymouth’s regeneration. The City Centre is not only the heart of the city, a place where people live, but is also the commercial and cultural centre, driving the economy and attracting visitors - it is Plymouth’s shop window. This AAP puts in place a long term strategy which will deliver a City Centre worthy of one of Europe’s finest waterfront cities, by creating a regional shopping and visitor destination; a sustainable neighbourhood in its own right where people live, work and play; and an enriched and diversified City Centre which both celebrates its past, and moves forward into the 21st Century with new developments and unique attractions.
1.4 (To be deleted on adoption)
How is this document different to Issues and Preferred Options?

1.5 This is the Pre-Submission version of the Area Action Plan (AAP). It is being published for a 6 week consultation period so that everyone can comment on the policies and proposals the Council believes should guide development in the City Centre and University areas. Following the consultation, the Council will make any minor changes which are necessary as a result of comments received, before submitting the AAP to the Secretary of State. An Examination will then be held by an independent Inspector who will consider whether or not the AAP is ‘sound’. If the Inspector decides that the AAP is sound, the Council will be able to adopt it, probably in the Autumn of 2010.

1.6 To reach this stage the Council has assembled a large and comprehensive evidence base (see Chapter 16) and has consulted extensively over a period of several years. Details of all these activities can be found in the Consultation Document which is published alongside this AAP.

1.7 It should be noted that this Plan has been prepared in accordance with the Plymouth Local Development Scheme, is consistent with the adopted Core Strategy and revised Regional Spatial Strategy, and has been prepared in compliance with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement. The preparation of the Plan, together with its policies and proposals, have been fully informed by a Sustainability Appraisal. Key issues raised at the consultation stages or by the sustainability appraisal are referred to in the text. The final Sustainability Report is also published alongside this AAP for public comment. This covers the sustainability factors and options that helped us refine this document.

1.8 This AAP is the first to be published by Plymouth City Council under the new LDF Regulations which came into force in 2008. As required by these regulations, the issues and principles underlying the policies in the AAP have been subject to discussion and consultation throughout the process of preparing the AAP, as detailed in the Consultation Document.

1.9 Key representations made during the Issues and Options, and the Issues and Preferred Options stages, as well as comments made during the continuous process of engagement, have been considered during the preparation of this AAP. Many comments have directly influenced the content of the AAP and have lead to refinements and changes of emphasis. The main outcomes are follows:

- Vision and urban design
- The role of the Historic Environment
- Commercial Considerations – deliverability and understanding of the retail capacity and structural problems
- Affordable Housing
- Specific Issues on sites.
1.10 You can now make further representations on this document. These should focus on the “soundness” of the document. Further explanation on timescales, and what is meant by “soundness”, are provided on the submission stage representation forms available on the Councils website, as well as at the Civic Centre, Libraries and Council Housing Offices.
Chapter 2: Context and History

Past Glories to Present Problems

2.1 The City Centre is a classic example of Plymouth’s post war reconstruction. Following the destruction of the city’s historic core, by bombing in the Second World War, the Abercrombie and Watson 1943 Plan for Plymouth included an ambitious scheme to rebuild the City Centre, based on a Beaux-Arts street grid, with a view to creating a revitalised ‘Regional Capital’.

2.2 While the form of today’s City Centre is very much influenced by this Plan, most obviously in the arrangement of the streets and Armada Way, the original vision of a high quality City Centre of boulevards and impressive architecture has only partially been achieved. Only along Royal Parade, Derry’s Cross, St Andrew’s Cross and Old Town Street has the quality and richness of the original plan been realised. The reasons for this are:

- The need to rapidly develop a new City Centre meant that quality was often sacrificed.
- Differences in land values and the commercial attractiveness of parts of the City Centre meant that only some areas were able to bear the higher costs of high quality buildings.
- The plan was implemented over a long timescale which meant that priorities, as well as commercial and retail requirements, changed. The Plan was not flexible enough to adapt to these changes.

2.3 As a result, much of the City Centre north of New George Street does not live up to the expectations of the Plan for Plymouth.

The Current Position

2.4 Until recently Plymouth’s City Centre has been underperforming in retail terms. This position, however, is being reversed. In 2006, with the completion of the Drakes Circus shopping centre (50,000 sqm), a new vitality and confidence in the City Centre had started to emerge, and the city had improved its position in the national retail rankings from 36th in 1995 to 18th in 2007 (Information from Experian).

2.5 The City Centre has a strong shopping offer, with a good selection of national retailer chains. However, it has not yet seen the degree of growth in this sector that it aspires to. Some of the stores are small in comparison to outlets in other regional and subregional centres. This suggests that there are opportunities for development to deliver the vision of a successful, revitalised and exciting City Centre and University area which actively encourages residents and visitors to use its services and facilities.

2.6 In realising the City Centre’s potential it should be recognised that it has many assets which, if used wisely, can underpin a successful regeneration process - delivering the type of centre the Vision for Plymouth challenges us to aspire to. These strengths include:
- A City Centre with a heritage which we can be proud of. It exemplifies a boldness of vision to re-build a new heart for the city, with an aspiration for high quality buildings and environment.
- Most of the larger national retailers are represented in the City Centre, albeit some of these retailers are in relatively small units. Drake’s Circus Shopping Centre is one of the most successful shopping centres in the South West of England.
- A thriving independent area in the West End comprising independent retailers, smaller units and a more intimate shopping experience.

Issues to be addressed

2.7 In preparing this AAP an understanding has been developed of the key issues that need to be addressed to provide a long lasting and flexible framework for delivering regeneration. These are fully explored in the evidence base, but key points are:

Respecting the City Centre’s Heritage and Historic Buildings

2.8 Abercrombie and Watson’s Plan for Plymouth, 1943, was an ambitious and visionary attempt to rebuild a City Centre for the 20th Century. Its influence is still evident in the street plan and some of the building form, and is something the city should be proud of. Aspects of the Plan for Plymouth which give character to this area are:

- The street pattern, with the Armada Way boulevard as the spine of the City Centre and Mayflower Street, Cornwall Street and New George Street branching off. Royal Parade is another grand boulevard marking the southern extent of the 'commercial' centre.
- The high quality buildings along Royal Parade, notably the Derry's Cross block, the 'Dingles/House of Fraser' block, the Royal Bank of Scotland building and the buildings fronting onto Derry's Cross. These buildings demonstrate the grandeur and vision of the original plan.
- The historic buildings that survived the blitz, clustered around St Andrews church and the Guildhall, as well as Charles Church, provide a real sense of the city’s proud heritage.

2.9 There are also a number of buildings within the Area Action Plan’s boundary which are from earlier periods and are of great architectural and/or historic interest. Areas to the south and east of Royal Parade, and around North Hill, contain many such areas and a number of listed buildings, and are also valuable parts of the City Centre. The distribution of these buildings is set out in the evidence base document “Plymouth City Centre Precinct – Assessment of strategic options for the management of its heritage assets” (Plymouth City Council, October 2008).
2.10 It is crucial that key elements of the city’s heritage are respected and integrated into any changes made to the City Centre. They are an important part of Plymouth’s attraction and their conservation will help enhance and add character to the newer parts of the city.

**Improving the Commercial Health of the City Centre**

2.11 The *raison d’etre* of any city centre is commercial activity. Although city centres are characterised today by a wide and diverse mix of uses, activities and lifestyles, underpinning all of this is a successful economy and a thriving commercial area. As has been noted above, one of the reasons that the Abercrombie Plan was not implemented as envisaged was the lack of commercial interest in some of the areas identified for high quality development. If the strategy in this AAP is to be delivered, it must address the commercial problems of the City Centre today and recognise that we must work with commercial interests to deliver the changes we want to see.

2.12 If these problems are not addressed by this AAP, the City Centre will decline. They must be solved if we are to create an enriched and revitalised centre. The problems are:

- A poor distribution of anchor stores. Anchor stores are the large, well known department stores which attract people to shopping centres. As is shown in Fig 1, all of the anchor stores in the City Centre are clustered along New George Street East and around Drakes Circus. Their distribution is crucial to the health of the centre, because as people walk between one anchor store and another, they pass and have the opportunity to use other, smaller shops. Because they are clustered into one part of the City Centre, 75% of the shop units in the City Centre are ‘poorly anchored’.
The shop units in the City Centre were designed and built to meet the needs of retailers in the 1950s and 1960s. Since then, retailing has changed fundamentally and national, multiple retailers are looking for much larger units. The City Centre units today are on average half as large as national retailers are looking for.

The City Centre is very large, and is dominated by just one type of activity: shopping. It has a similar footprint area to Manchester or Liverpool City Centres (see Fig 2), but lacks the intensity and variety of activities that those centres offer. This means that Plymouth City Centre does not offer enough attractions and activities to tempt visitors to use the entire centre.
2.13 The quality of many existing buildings is low. Most City Centre blocks are now over 50 years old, and although some were built at a high quality others are of a much lower quality. Some of these buildings are now in need of repair and upgrading. This causes more problems, as their general condition is another disincentive to modern retailers wishing to locate in the City Centre.

2.14 Development is very low density, as a result of the post war pattern of development which laid out large courtyards at the centre of the City Centre blocks - which are largely used for servicing and car parking. The low density of development does, however, present opportunities for the intensification and renewal of parts of the City Centre.

2.15 Lack of activity outside of business hours contributes to the area feeling unsafe and allows opportunities for antisocial behaviour – again harming the attractiveness of the City Centre to visitors and investors.

Promoting a Sustainable Community

2.16 The ‘golden thread’ which runs through Plymouth’s Core Strategy is the principle that all growth and development in the city should contribute to the creation of sustainable linked communities. This is clearly set out in Strategic Objective 3 and Policy CS01 of the Core Strategy.
2.17 However, in the context of the City Centre, the picture becomes more complicated. The City Centre provides services on a range of levels:

- Local facilities for those people living close to and in the centre itself – day-to-day shopping trips.
- Strategic shopping, employment and leisure facilities for people living in Plymouth – once a week shopping and leisure visits.
- Sub-regional shopping and leisure facilities to create a destination for a monthly shopping visit.
- Regional shopping and leisure opportunities for occasional visits from people living in the region and including tourist trips to the city.

2.18 A successful and vibrant City Centre should provide the range of facilities and services that will allow it to act as the hub for the whole City as well as fulfill regional and sub-regional roles. However, the AAP should not lose sight of the community facilities and services required by people living near to and within the City Centre.

2.19 In order to contribute to the creation of a sustainable City Centre community, the AAP should:

- Identify a mix of uses in the City Centre, which will create more activity and vibrancy at all times of the day and evening, including a complete range, mix and type of new housing.
- Identify ways to create large numbers of new jobs within and adjacent to the City Centre.
- Ensure high quality transport and movement to, through and around the City Centre.

**Improving the quality of the environment and public realm**

2.20 There are many aspects of the environment and public realm in the City Centre which put people off visiting or investing in the City. These need to be addressed to make the centre a more inviting and exciting place to visit. Some of these issues are:

- The need for a broader range of activities including the introduction of more evening uses.
- Poor relationships to neighbouring areas beyond the strategic road network.
- A monotony in parts of the townscape which leads to the City Centre feeling uniform and difficult to distinguish. In part this is due to the straightness and lack of variation in the street plan, and a lack of memorable places.
- Block sizes and other barriers make pedestrian movement between streets difficult.
- Poor quality shopfronts and lack of a consistent approach to the design of the public realm.
- Poor protection from the weather.
Bringing It All Together.

2.21 The City Centre and University Area Action Plan therefore needs to achieve three key tasks:

- It needs to address the problems in the City Centre which have been identified as harming its commercial prospects for success.
- It needs to establish the vision and key principles needed to begin the transformation of the City Centre, whilst ensuring that its heritage is given the prominence and profile it deserves.
- It needs to provide a framework for change which is flexible enough to allow it to evolve and adapt to changing circumstances and new ideas, but also delivers, turning aspirations into reality.
Chapter 3: The Vision for the City Centre.

3.1 This Area Action Plan is founded on a clear vision of an enriched, enlivened and revitalised City Centre, and of the role the City Centre should play in helping deliver Plymouth’s long term growth agenda.

3.2 The Council’s Vision for the City Centre and University area, as set out in the Core Strategy, is:

**Core Strategy – Area Vision 3 – Plymouth City Centre**

To reinforce the City Centre’s role as a vibrant and thriving regional destination, providing high quality shopping, recreation, cultural, civic, education and commercial facilities, well connected to surrounding neighbourhoods, as well as being a safe place of quality in which to live.

3.3 It is a spatial vision, in that it does not focus only on land uses and their distribution, but also on:

- Balancing the commercial realities that underpin the area’s potential for change and the deliverability of the AAP’s ambitions to create a real ‘downtown’, 24 hour experience, with the need to integrate the best parts of the historic townscape, building and spaces, as key assets in promoting a quality built environment, supporting the area’s role as a vibrant city centre.
- Delivering the regional and sub-regional commercial offer.
- How to develop the City Centre as a special form of sustainable neighbourhood, where the mix of uses is inextricably linked to the quality of the urban environment, making it an attractive place to both live and visit, and in doing so, supporting the commercial health of its retail role as a sub-regional and regional shopping centre for the far south west.

**The concept**

3.4 Visiting Plymouth City Centre in the future will be a different experience for shoppers, tourists and residents alike. Lessons need to be learnt from other city centres such as Winchester, Bristol or Liverpool where buildings and environments from a number of historical periods are successfully integrated to create diversity and interest for visitors, making for a more satisfying and varied experience.

3.5 While Plymouth City Centre has all these characteristics, they haven’t been integrated into a stimulating whole. There are parts of the City Centre, or places on the edge of the centre, which are characterised by buildings representing every period of the city's development. This AAP aims to bring these together in a way which values this heritage as well as creating new districts showcasing the best modern design and architecture; knitting these together so they ‘tell a story’ of the city's development from its medieval beginnings to the 21st Century. This concept updates
an idea from the 1943 *Plan for Plymouth*, which recognised the relationship between old and new areas: “Carefully restored (the old town) should stand in striking contrast to the new centre. ….here it will be possible at a step to pass from the spacious new centre into the homely old streets.” (p.66, “A Plan for Plymouth”, Abercrombie and Watson 1943). This AAP sets out a fully realised concept:

- Beginning in the medieval Barbican – which will be linked to the centre more effectively, providing contrast and interest.
- Continuing on to Armada Way and Royal Parade, the great spine routes of the *Plan for Plymouth*, through a mix of 19th Century and earlier buildings including the Guildhall and St Andrews Church. These will be better linked to the City Centre by new public spaces.
- Royal Parade will be strengthened as a grand 20th Century boulevard fronted by the best buildings of the *Plan for Plymouth*, linked to the heart of the City Centre by Armada Way; a truly unique space which joins all the elements of the City Centre together.
- Completing the journey through the different periods of the city’s development will be the new, 21st Century City; Cornwall Street, Drakes Circus and North Cross, where visitors can choose to enjoy the 'big city shopping' of the new shopping areas, or can instead choose to visit the West End Independent Quarter, with its cafes, small unique shops and City Market, art and culture.

3.6 The City Centre will have a true diversity of character not on offer anywhere else, which will stimulate visitors and create a unique and memorable journey from a medieval sea port to a 21st Century City.
Objectives

3.7 The main role of the AAP is to provide an efficient and effective way to deliver the Vision for the City Centre. To do this, the policies and proposals of the AAP follow a set of overarching objectives, set out below. These objectives cover general themes which apply to the whole area, and also specific aspirations for particular parts of the City Centre. This AAP considers the City Centre as a series of districts, each with its own characteristics and each playing a particular role both today and in the future. The districts are shown on the City Centre Vision Diagram (Figure 3) and the Council’s aims for each district are set out in the objectives below:

**Strategic Objective 1: Regional Destination**

To deliver the regional commercial centre for the South West Peninsula of England

3.8 The over-arching objective of the AAP is to expand the role of the City Centre so that it becomes the commercial destination of the South West peninsula, complementing Bristol in the north. Plymouth is already the regional centre for Devon and Cornwall. The proposals in this AAP will build on this status and make Plymouth one of the top ten shopping centres in the country. Additionally, the AAP’s radical proposals for low carbon energy and a new linear urban park will also make Plymouth the greenest City Centre in the country.

**Strategic Objective 2: Placemaking**

To create a modern, enlivened City Centre which successfully integrates its historic assets with its new developments, and which uses attractive and innovative public spaces to create high quality settings for key buildings. New developments and public realm schemes use the latest sustainable construction methods and facilitate the use of CHP throughout the City Centre

3.9 Underpinning these changes will be an approach that recognises and cherishes the City Centre’s important historic past and the undoubted asset this is to its future development – using these important assets in a way that supports the future. The City Centre will become a place of quality, well designed and well maintained, which fosters a sense of pride.

**Strategic Objective 3: Movement and Accessibility**

To create a safe and accessible City Centre for all transport modes
3.10 The role of the Strategic Road Network to distribute traffic and provide access to the City Centre for high quality public transport will be maintained and strengthened. Car parking will be provided in fewer, larger, strategically located, better quality car parks. Facilities for pedestrians and cyclists will be improved and links to surrounding neighbourhoods will be created and strengthened.

**Strategic Objective 4: The West End – The Market and Independent District**

To reinforce and foster the unique, independent, diverse character and community of the West End, so that its identity as a distinctive City Centre district is confirmed.

3.11 The West End will be a more intimate place where people want to spend time during the day and into the evening, shopping, eating, socialising, relaxing, or watching activities such as street theatre and street art.

**Strategic Objective 5 - The Core Retail District**

To reinforce the area’s character as the place where most of the national retailers can be found, with the ‘big city’ shopping atmosphere, while also encouraging a greater diversity of uses. The area will see exciting changes creating a new shopping area, delivering more shops, different uses and a much improved public realm.

3.12 This is the area that will see the greatest changes over the life of the AAP. A major redevelopment of Cornwall Street will provide significant amounts of new shopping, new homes and a national department store to anchor this part of the City Centre. The area to the east of Armada Way will be recognised as the place to go for the major national retail names, and will be a modern, exciting place to visit which complements the more intimate shopping experience in the West End.

**Strategic Objective 6 - The Northern Office District**

To drive forward the economic regeneration of the City Centre, and contribute to the city’s economic growth plans through the creation of a focus for a new business services sector in Plymouth. To improve the gateways to the city and the City Centre, and create an improved environment and true spine route between the waterfront and the station.

3.13 The Local Economic Strategy foresees 42,000 new jobs being created in the city’s travel to work area. These jobs will be primarily created in the six economic growth sectors, one of which will be a new business services sector in the City. The City Centre can be a major driver for this through the creation of a new office core,
delivering change. The new offices will mean that large numbers of people employed in business services will be working in or adjacent to the City Centre, shopping and playing in the City Centre, and will have the opportunity to live in the City Centre.

Strategic Objective 7 - The Learning and Culture District

To continue the development of an area centred on North Hill which is mixed use but is led by learning facilities and cultural activities. The area is centred on North Hill adjacent to the University of Plymouth campus, the City Museum and Library and the Plymouth College of Art and has seen significant amounts of development as part of the improvement of the University’s campus. Over the life of the AAP, this character will be strengthened and the appearance and attractiveness of North Hill and its surrounds will be improved as an area to be enjoyed by everyone.

3.14 The educational establishments will be fully integrated into the City Centre and also contribute to the creation of a district focused on learning and cultural activities, centred on North Hill.

Strategic Objective 8 - The Leisure and Civic Districts

To consolidate the existing concentrations of leisure uses to the south and west of Royal Parade, and of Civic functions to the south and east of Royal Parade. These areas are already characterised by a variety of leisure uses around Derry’s Cross, centred on the Theatre Royal, and Civic uses such as the Guildhall, Magistrates Court and St Andrew’s Church to the east of Armada Way.

3.15 These districts are not expected to see major changes, but will see their leisure and civic characters enhanced and playing a more active part in the life of the City Centre. The Leisure District will be focused on the Theatre Royal but will also have links into the revitalised West End. The Civic District will see its character conserved and become part of the experience of the City Centre, complementing the modern developments further to the north along Armada Way.

How will the AAP deliver this Vision?

3.16 This AAP recognises the reality that not everything will happen immediately, and therefore provides a framework for phasing change over time. It sets out:

- Site proposals for the most significant, strategic developments which will drive forward the delivery of the AAP vision. These sites are Colin Campbell Court (CC08), Cornwall Street (CC11) and North Cross (CC14). These are the most important sites in the AAP – their delivery is crucial to the realisation of the vision for the City Centre, providing solutions to the key issues. For this reason, a
flexible policy approach has been formulated for these sites to pump prime development. For example there will be no requirement for affordable housing to be provided by these developments, in recognition that their development value needs to be focused on very high value buildings. The Council will also identify specific delivery vehicles for these sites.

- Enabling policies for blocks which will deliver more gradual change. These are locations where the AAP either recognises that change will occur but that developments are likely to be smaller in scale and less crucial to the realisation of the City Centre Vision, or where significant changes may take place but over a longer term. These polices set out the criteria by which the Council will consider proposals which come forward. (CC09, CC10, CC12, CC13, CC15, CC16, CC17, CC18, CC19)
- Policies to conserve and enhance the historic environment, to create better public places and spaces, and to maintain a functioning transport and movement system for the City Centre. These policies limit the changes which can be made to buildings, and put in place the principles to guide public realm schemes in the City Centre. In particular these policies aim to recognise the importance of the Abercrombie grid of streets, the Royal Parade blocks and Royal Parade itself. (CC01, CC02, CC03, CC04, CC05, CC06, CC07)

**Milestones 2006 – 2021**

3.17 Delivery of the AAP objectives will be measured using the following milestones. It should be noted that it is likely that some of these developments will not be completed until after 2021. For more information see the Delivery Chapter.

**Key Infrastructure Requirements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City Centre Public Realm</td>
<td>2009 – 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Heat and Power in the City Centre</td>
<td>2011 – 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQPT Eastern Corridor</td>
<td>2014 – 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQPT Northern Corridor</td>
<td>2020 – 2026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Road Network Improvements</td>
<td>2012 - 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key Development Outputs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail Floorspace (gross) (sq m)</td>
<td>98,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment (number of jobs)</td>
<td>106,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing (number of dwellings)</td>
<td>830 - 1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City Centre AAP - vision diagram

- new prime retail anchor (Bristol City Centre)
- new office and station development
- iconic vistas
- vibrant and rejuvenated west end
- street markets, theatre and performances
- preserving the Abencrombie heritage
- Royal Parade ‘greenway’

key
- learning and culture district
- northern office district
- core retail district
- west end and independent district
- leisure and civic district

Chapter 3: The Vision for the City Centre.
Chapter 4: A Regional Destination

Strategic Objective: 1

To deliver the regional commercial centre for the South West Peninsula of England. This will be achieved by:

1. Implementation of about 100,000 sq.m. of new high quality retail floorspace and 100,000 sq.m. of new high quality office space by 2021, bringing Plymouth into the top 10 commercial centres in England.
2. Delivering a vibrant mix of activities and experiences for the visitor, and a centre of such quality that Plymouth becomes a major destination in its own right throughout the South West region.
3. Delivering a modern, efficient, attractive and safe transport system, with high quality car parks and public transport.
4. Delivering the ‘greenest’ City Centre in the country, with a state of the art low carbon energy network and high quality green spaces and public realm.

4.1 Plymouth City Centre already functions as a regional centre. It is the second largest city after Bristol and together they perform critical and complementary roles at opposite ends of the region. Plymouth is becoming ‘the economic hub of the far South West’, and provides many services for large parts of both Devon and Cornwall. However, the aspiration of this AAP is to make Plymouth one of the top ten centres in the country, helping spread the benefits of economic investment to a much wider area.
4.2 To turn this aspiration into a reality will require a coordinated and proactive intervention from both the public and private sector. The City Centre has a very substantial untapped potential, as identified in the AAP’s supporting evidence base. It has the size, character and environmental assets to be able to create a place of exceptional quality. Plymouth is one of the least congested cities in England, with the potential to accommodate significant change in a sustainable way. It also has a large hinterland which would significantly benefit from these improvements. As Plymouth’s quality growth agenda is delivered, the enormous potential for commercial investment will be unlocked to deliver an exciting range of major developments.

4.3 When these aims have been achieved, Plymouth will be the regional commercial centre servicing the south west peninsula. It will provide a range of functions and attractions, complementing those found in Bristol and supporting a much wider area, including the smaller centres of Truro and Exeter. Plymouth will fulfil its role as the main regional destination of the south west peninsula.

4.4 The Policies and Proposals of this AAP need to be understood in the context of achieving this overall ambition.
Chapter 5: Place making in the City Centre

Strategic Objective: 2

To create a modern, enlivened City Centre which successfully integrates its historic assets with its new developments, and which uses attractive and innovative public spaces to create high quality settings for key buildings. New developments and public realm schemes use the latest sustainable construction methods and facilitate the use of Combined Heat and Power throughout the City Centre. This will be achieved by:

- Ensuring that the grid of streets in the City Centre (Armada Way, Royal Parade, New George Street, Cornwall Street and Mayflower Street) remains as the underlying structure of the City Centre and is celebrated as the essence of the Plan for Plymouth.

- Conserving and enhancing the best, highest quality buildings and elements of the Plan for Plymouth, and older buildings, as important parts of the City Centre’s heritage.

- Linking these areas into proposals to redevelop and alter the City Centre, to create a City Centre which celebrates and recognises its history.

- Creating a high quality, attractive and enlivening public realm, with a range of public spaces, enriching activities and sights which will generate interest.

- Requiring development to be low carbon, and to facilitate the provision of Combined Heat and Power facilities.
5.1 City centres are interesting places to visit for a number of reasons, but one factor is that many have a variety of distinct areas which have evolved over time. Visitors therefore pass through places which are modern as well as places from periods in the city’s development. Anyone visiting cities such as Liverpool, Manchester, Edinburgh, Bristol or Oxford will be able to move between Medieval areas, Victorian districts, early Twentieth Century areas and modern shopping centres. This is one reason why these city centres are successful. Plymouth City Centre is often perceived as not having this variety because of the dominance of the Plan for Plymouth.

5.2 In reality, however, Plymouth City Centre has significant historical assets which need to be incorporated back into the City Centre helping to shape the place and bring back diversity and variety which is a hallmark of successful centres elsewhere. The ways in which the AAP will achieve this are:

- Policies to conserve and enhance those parts of the City Centre’s history which are significant landmarks in the development of the City – i.e. the areas to the south of Royal Parade and east of Armada Way, the ‘Abercrombie Grid’ of City Centre streets, and blocks of buildings along Royal Parade, from Derry’s Cross to St Andrew’s Cross.
- A policy for the public realm which sets out broad principles which will be applied to different areas of the City Centre, along with a commitment to creating a public realm with art and activity to engage the interest of visitors, and which improves the setting of, and celebrates the role played by the City Centre’s historic buildings.
- Creation of a high quality environment and public realm in Armada Way and Royal Parade, which creates public places which join the areas to the south of Royal Parade to the City Centre precinct.
- The creation of exciting, modern, City Centre buildings and districts which will be complementary to the areas characterised by the historic buildings, but will help to create variety and interest, together with support for the West End carving out its identity as the Independent and Market Quarter.

Policy/Proposal: CC 1

Place making and the Historic Environment

The City Council will protect and enhance the most successful elements of the City Centre’s historic environment, including the Beaux Arts grid of streets and key historic buildings. It will expect new development proposals to respond positively to the City Centre’s unique heritage, supporting the ‘concept’ identified in Chapter 3 of this AAP and helping to create a vibrant City Centre experience.

5.3 This policy applies to the whole City Centre and University area. It highlights that there are a number of historically important buildings across the area, and that the Beaux Arts street plan laid out in the Plan for Plymouth is a key element of the heritage of the city. Clearly, over the life of this AAP there will be development
proposals being submitted which will affect this heritage. The Council expects that proposals will respond to the challenge set out in Policy CC01 and will ensure that development of all scales contributes to the creation of a high quality City Centre which makes the most of its heritage. The policy will therefore apply to minor alterations to shop fronts as much as it will to major redevelopment proposals. More advice on this is set out in the Development Guidelines SPD (Shop Fronts) and in the City Centre Precinct Design Framework.

5.4 The policy will apply particularly to proposals for tall buildings. The City Centre area is identified in the Core Strategy as an area of intensification, and it is therefore to be expected that tall buildings will be elements of development proposals. It is entirely appropriate that tall buildings should be located in city centres, but in Plymouth they should be sensitively located within the Beaux Arts street grid and should show in detail how they respond to Policy CC01 and how they relate to the wider streetscape.

Policy/Proposal: CC 2

The Royal Parade Blocks

The blocks forming the northern side of Royal Parade are the best surviving examples of the quality that was envisaged in the Plan for Plymouth. Replacement of these buildings will not be permitted, although it is recognised that it may be necessary to sensitively alter the buildings in order to retain viable, successful uses. Proposals which aim to widen the use mix of the buildings, introducing residential and office uses, may be acceptable as long as they retain active ground floor frontages.

5.5 The architecture and townscape of the City Centre is of varying quality. One of the main ambitions of the Plan for Plymouth was to restore a sense of civic pride in the City Centre through the use of high quality design – from the layout and planning of the centre, the quality of the architecture and materials used, to the design of shop fronts and street furniture.

5.6 For a variety of well documented reasons, as the Plan for Plymouth was implemented the quality of redevelopment worsened. The earlier phases of reconstruction do, however, demonstrate the quality that was originally intended. In particular, the blocks along Royal Parade being a very good example. These features of the Royal Parade blocks and the street grid they define need to be retained as important landmarks in the city’s evolution.

5.7 As other parts of the City Centre change, the character and heritage of these buildings should be conserved and emphasised. No alterations will be allowed which do not conserve and enhance the frontages of these buildings, and improvements to the public realm will ensure that the settings of individual buildings are enhanced and that they are better integrated into the life of the City Centre. By the end of the
plan period these buildings add richness to the City Centre and complement the new developments elsewhere, helping to create a high quality, interesting and varied environment which will attract visitors to the City Centre.

5.8 Clearly, these buildings were not built to modern day energy efficiency standards. It is important that any alterations that occur are sensitive to the historic character and importance of the buildings, but changes are also an opportunity to look at ways to improve the energy efficiency of the buildings and to explore how the buildings could make use of low carbon energy sources such as a City Centre Combined Heat and Power network. The Council will encourage proposals which attempt to find sensitive solutions to these issues in historically important, high quality buildings.
Policy/Proposal: CC 3

City Centre Public Realm

The City Centre’s public realm will be improved to create a succession of safe, attractive, inclusive and innovative linked spaces, places and features which enliven the City Centre whilst respecting its unique Beaux Arts character. Public realm improvement schemes should:

- Use high quality, durable and sustainable designs and materials.
- Facilitate movement and promote permeability through the City Centre precinct for pedestrians and cyclists.
- Provide flexible design solutions which support the future development options suggested within this Area Action Plan.
- Provide a variety of spaces both in terms of scale and character, including:
  1. Events and spectator spaces,
  2. Group gatherings
  3. Smaller seating areas
  4. Places for all ages, including spaces and activities for children’s play and for young people.
  5. Use innovative designs to improve the identity and legibility of the City Centre such as public art, sculpture, planting, water features and lighting.
  6. Support the principle of legible streets – allowing views down boulevards to help people orientate themselves and understand the City Centre.
  7. Provide for a range of uses which support the retail needs of the city such as street markets, promotions, performances, events, pavement cafes.
  8. Encourage spaces for activities and entertainments which create an environment which is stimulating and attracts visitors to the City Centre.
  9. Include high quality structures for catering, displays and tourist information within public spaces, without reducing permeability and flexibility.
  10. Explore ways to provide cover over the main shopping streets, and incorporate protection from the weather to provide shade, shelter, urban cooling and sustainable drainage.

5.9 The public realm is the term used to describe those parts of the City Centre which are public places and spaces. It includes the City Centre streets, pedestrian areas, public squares and landscaped areas. Most notably it includes Armada Way, Royal Parade, Frankfort Gate, Charles Cross and Derry’s Cross. All of the areas considered as public realm for the purposes of the AAP are shown on the Proposals Map.

5.10 In the recent past there have already been some improvements to the City Centre public realm:
The creation of the ‘civic square’ at the junction of Armada Way and Royal Parade.

The area outside Drakes Circus was improved as part of the development of the shopping mall.

A £3 million scheme of improvements to the streets and spaces in the West End was started in 2009.

5.11 The rest of the public realm in the City Centre has seen very little attention since the 1980s when the streets were pedestrianised and the existing landscaped areas introduced.

5.12 A detailed City Centre Public Realm Framework will be drawn up using the principles set out in Policy CC03, and will include schemes for the following key places:

**Armada Way**

5.13 Armada Way is arguably the most unique and defining element of Plymouth’s Beaux Arts plan. Watson and Abercrombie in the 1943 Plan for Plymouth called it their ‘one monumental feature of the whole of Plymouth’s rebuilding – a great view’. The vista this street provides was to be ‘the visitor’s guide’. Its primary purpose, therefore, was to create a grand linking view from the Railway Station at North Cross to the Hoe and for it to be primarily a pedestrian and flexible space. This aspiration is as relevant today as it was in 1943 and proposals to enhance Armada Way should, in addition to the principles set out in CC03, restore the ‘great view’ through sensitive use of design and landscaping.

5.14 The importance of Armada Way today comes from the roles it plays in the City Centre:

- It draws together the different areas which make up the City Centre.
- The main shopping streets lead off Armada Way, and the grandest buildings (seen today in the Dingles and Pearl Assurance Buildings) were placed at its junction with Royal Parade.
- Its dimensions and vistas make it an extended public space as well as a street for movement.

5.15 These roles mean that Armada Way should be celebrated and improved as the showpiece of the City Centre’s public realm. It should:

- Be emphasised as the spine of the City Centre, joining together the old and new.
- Be strengthened as the link from the City Centre to The Hoe and waterfront, but also north to the Railway Station.
- Have a design framework produced which reinforces the continuity and unity of the boulevard but which also looks at Armada Way as a series of spaces.
Royal Parade and Exeter Street raised section, including Charles Church, St Andrew’s Cross, Derry’s Cross.

5.16 These areas should be looked at in conjunction with the proposals in the Movement and Accessibility Chapter – see Policy CC07.

5.17 Public Realm improvement schemes will be produced separately to this AAP. The masterplans should be produced using Policy CC03 as a starting point and guide, and should also use Policy CC05 to explore ways to create the infrastructure for a Combined Heat and Power network at the same time as any public realm works take place.

Policy/Proposal: CC 4

A Sustainable City Centre Neighbourhood

Developments in the City Centre will contribute to the creation of a sustainable neighbourhood, by ensuring that:

1. Opportunities to create new residential areas as part of larger developments are sought across the City Centre, but particularly to the west of Armada Way where they will contribute to the creation of a community in the West End.
2. A well integrated mix of housing types is delivered, allowing households of a range of sizes and incomes, and people of all ages, to live in the City Centre.
3. A critical mass of population, new creative industries, live/work units and studios for artists, and new community and health care facilities are provided in the West End as part of new developments and opportunities identified in the plan period.
4. Provision is made for a healthy environment in the West End, with well designed public spaces and opportunities for urban cooling.
5. Provision is made for measures that address and manage air quality issues in the City Centre.
6. Where it is not possible to provide community facilities within the City Centre, development proposals will identify facilities in neighbouring communities and provide clear and convenient links to them.

5.18 The Core Strategy sets out clearly that all development in Plymouth should contribute to the creation of sustainable linked communities. This AAP aims to provide more and better regional facilities in the City Centre, strengthening its role as a sustainable centre for its sub-region. The AAP also aims to increase the number of people living and working in the City Centre, and therefore it also needs to create a sustainable community. All of the policies in this AAP are designed to contribute to this need, and Policy CC04 sets out how the main elements of a sustainable linked community will be achieved. These elements are:
The City Centre must, however, be seen as a special kind of sustainable neighbourhood. The main opportunities for change lie in large mixed use strategic development opportunities. There is the potential to provide significant amounts of new housing, and to look for opportunities to provide community facilities, but there are a much larger number of competing uses in the City Centre and for a number of reasons, not least the availability of land and the value of land, it may not be possible to provide all the usual community facilities within the AAP area. Additionally, City Centre living will be by definition a more dynamic and intense experience for residents, and not all social groups may wish to live in such an environment. It may not therefore be possible to create a truly balanced community in social terms, or to provide the community facilities within the City Centre to serve all sections of the community as might be aspired to in other places. Where this is the case, however, links to facilities in neighbouring communities (such as Stonehouse or Millbay) will be created and strengthened.

If the City Centre is to develop as a sustainable neighbourhood, the AAP needs to include appropriate measures to ensure it can evolve within environmental limits. There are two key areas where the AAP can contribute constructively: Carbon Emissions & Air Quality. The City Centre has a growing air quality problem associated with emissions from vehicles using the strategic road network. Whilst not yet designated an Air Quality Management Area, this designation may become necessary within the next few years should air quality deteriorate. Proposals which affect the Strategic Road Network, or which suggest changes to sites fronting the network (in particular the proposals for North Cross and the Northern Triangle - Policies CC14 and CC15) should to be designed so that air quality impacts are minimised. Carbon emissions are addressed in Policy CC05 of this AAP.

Enabling Low Carbon Development

The Council recognises the need to reduce the City Centre’s carbon footprint as part of the necessary response to combat climate change. The planned redevelopments in the City Centre are of a significant scale in terms of future energy
demand and they will be subject to increasingly challenging targets concerning carbon dioxide emissions under future Building Regulations. The Plymouth City Centre Sustainable Energy Study 2009 demonstrates that due to the size, mix, location and phasing of new development proposals, opportunities for low carbon energy supply need to be considered at an area scale using combined heat and power, and district heating solutions. This area wide approach has the potential to significantly reduce the level of carbon emissions from new development whilst also reducing the cost burden to the developer, and overhead costs to occupiers.

Policy/Proposal: CC 5

Enabling Low Carbon Development

An integrated Combined Heat and Power and District Heating and Cooling (CHP/DH) network will be delivered throughout the City Centre to enable existing and new development to achieve significant carbon savings. Key requirements to enable delivery of this network include the following:

1. Development proposals at Colin Campbell Court (CC08), Cornwall Street (CC11) and North Cross (CC14) will be required to include space for a Combined Heating and Power Energy Centre, to support a phased roll-out of the network.

2. Proposals for non residential development exceeding 1,000 sq m of gross floor space and residential developments comprising 10 or more units (whether new build or conversion) will be required to:

Where the district wide network is not yet operational in relation to the particular development under consideration:

- Make an offsite contribution to the establishment of the network. The requirement (set out in Core Strategy Policy CS20) for development to incorporate onsite renewable energy production equipment is relaxed for such developments.
- Include heating and cooling systems that could allow future connection to local district heating and cooling networks.

Where the district wide network is operational in relation to the particular development under consideration:

- Make an offsite contribution towards the completion of the network.
- Include heating and cooling systems that allow connection to the network.
- Other developments will be required to include heating and cooling systems that allow connection to the network.
- The opportunity to incorporate district heating / cooling pipe infrastructure will be considered when transport and public realm works are carried out in the City Centre.
5.22 The Plymouth City Centre Sustainable Energy Study 2009 demonstrates that due to the nature and location of the proposed City Centre developments that the emissions reduction targets proposed in the CLG Policy Statement, ‘Building a Greener Future’ will not be deliverable through the use of ‘micro renewable’ solutions. Having considered the specific characteristics for new proposals and existing development in this area, the Study identifies delivery of a Combined Heat & Power and district heating (CHP/DH) system as the best option for a low carbon City Centre, in terms of technical and financial viability as well as achieving maximum carbon savings. Whilst micro-renewables can help to meet the initial Building Regulations requirements for emissions reductions, their implementation as an interim measure will only reduce the effectiveness of CHP and district heating networks when these are essential post-2016.

5.23 A CHP system can be fuelled by biomass (renewable energy technology) or by natural gas (low carbon technology). It can also incorporate other technologies as part of a wider network. Even though there are sufficient biomass resources available to meet the City Centre’s demands up to 2016, natural gas CHP is the preferred option as a well-established proven technology, with the lowest capital costs, and because it does not require complicated fuel preparation and handling systems or ash / effluent disposal. Perhaps most importantly in the case of the City Centre, and the associated land values, it does not require any fuel delivery, handling or storage systems, which means that its footprint is a fraction of that of biomass CHP plants. Gas CHP is a low carbon technology with the potential to deliver substantial reductions in the City Centre’s carbon emissions. In the future other fuel sources such as biomass could be ‘plugged’ into the CHP / DH system.

5.24 This Proposal will bring considerable benefits to new developments in terms of providing a cost-effective way of meeting increasingly challenging Building Regulations requirements as well as providing cheap low carbon energy and heating for future occupants.

5.25 CHP can also offer the benefits of being able to deliver carbon savings for existing buildings, where building fabric improvements may be difficult to achieve. It may also deliver other improvements, including reduced costs of boiler replacements, and lower revenue costs.

5.26 This Proposal, which is likely to be implemented on a phased basis, will be delivered by an Energy Service Company (ESCo) in partnership with the City Council and developers. The role of the ESCo will be to develop, manage and maintain the CHP / DH infrastructure and to provide energy services to customers across the City Centre. The City Council will proactively support the establishment of a Plymouth City Centre ESCo, and then support the ESCo in the implementation of the required CHP/DH pipe infrastructure. This support will come through the planning process and when the Council carries out transport or public realm works. Developments will be required to provide financial contributions and connect into the network.
Chapter 6: Movement and Accessibility.

Strategic Objective: 3

To create a safe and accessible City Centre for all transport modes. This will be achieved by:

1. Maintaining the role of the Strategic Road Network to efficiently distribute movements by all transport modes around the City Centre.
2. Supporting and improving access by public transport to the City Centre, and particularly the development of the High Quality Public Transport system.
3. Providing City Centre car parking in fewer, larger, strategically located, high quality car parks with easy access from the Strategic Road Network.
4. Addressing the need for better facilities for cyclists and pedestrians within and into the City Centre.
5. Ensuring safe movement for all users of the road network.
6. Ensuring safe movement between the city centre and surrounding neighbourhoods.

6.1 The future success of the City Centre, and the proposals for regeneration set out in this AAP depend upon easy and efficient access to the City Centre by all modes of travel, by having pleasant and attractive gateways to the City Centre and high quality car parks, and by having a pleasant pedestrian environment within the City Centre for visitors and residents. The Movement and Accessibility Chapter sets out policies to achieve this aim and to address a number of demands:

- The Strategic Road Network needs to efficiently distribute movements by buses, cyclists, cars and goods vehicles around, to and from the City Centre. It also needs to become a better place and links to surrounding neighbourhoods need to be understood and improved.
- The key High Quality Public Transport (HQPT) corridors in the city begin and end at the City Centre. The railway station is a key gateway to the City Centre for people from Cornwall, Devon and further afield. The operation of these corridors is key to the success of the City Centre.
- Much improved car parks are needed in the City Centre. As part of the changes to the City Centre proposed in this AAP, the existing pattern of parking will be changed. Instead of small car parks scattered across the City Centre, parking will be concentrated into a smaller number of larger car parks, of much higher quality and strategically located so that they can be easily accessed from the Strategic Road Network. The Strategic Road Network will distribute traffic so that trips from the north and west are most easily accessible to the western car parks and trips from the east are most easily accessible to the eastern car parks.
- Future pedestrian and cycle movements around the City Centre will be modelled so that there is a greater understanding of movements from the surrounding neighbourhoods, and of how people use the City Centre once they have arrived.
The Strategic Road Network

The principal purpose of the Strategic Road Network (SRN) is the distribution of traffic to, from and around the City Centre. Any proposals to change the strategic road network, or development of sites alongside it, should:

1. Ensure that the ability of the strategic road network to distribute traffic to, from and around the City Centre is preserved and enhanced.
2. Explore ways to redesign the road corridor and redistribute the transport functions as part of any redevelopment proposals.
3. Consider how new developments relate to the road and devise ways to use design and active frontages to improve the road corridor.
4. Provide for movements across the road into neighbouring communities.

6.2 The City Centre Strategic Road Network is shown on the Proposals Map. It includes the triangle of roads made up of Western Approach, Cobourg Street and Charles Street, and the other roads within and feeding into the City Centre which distribute traffic. These roads have a strategic role to play:

- Ensuring that all modes of transport can access the City Centre, and can move through and around the City Centre to other destinations such as the continental ferry port, the bus and coach facilities and Plymouth’s main train station.
- Providing an efficient route for public transport services to access the City Centre. Virtually all bus services in the city are funnelled onto the City Centre roads, and particularly onto Royal Parade. In order to provide an attractive service, and to allow for the creation of a High Quality Public Transport system in the future, buses must be able to navigate the Strategic Road Network as efficiently and quickly as possible.
- Facilitating links to neighbouring communities and creating a better environment and a more positive place along the key routes.

6.3 Policy CC06 sets out how the Council will manage the Strategic Road Network:

- The strategic roles of the Strategic Road Network will be maintained and enhanced. Local distributor roads should also continue to be able to move traffic around the City Centre efficiently as proposals in the AAP are implemented.
- Several proposals in the AAP will affect sites which front onto the Strategic Road Network. As these proposals are implemented, ways to improve these frontages and the relationship to the road should be explored. This includes examining ways to redistribute the transport functions within the road corridor – for example looking at segregated bus lanes, better cycle tracks and pedestrian crossings, and removing clutter such as barriers.
- The Strategic Road Network should be perceived as less of a barrier to pedestrian and cycle movements into and out of the City Centre from neighbouring
communities. Existing and future desire lines for pedestrians should be protected and provided for, and high quality places should be created, providing attractive and clear routes into and through the City Centre, using shared space principles if appropriate.

6.4 One of the key ways that the Strategic Road Network can be changed over the life of the AAP is to consider it as a number of distinct ‘character areas’. Each of these areas should respond to existing and future developments on either side of the road and should have specific principles developed which will lead to the creation of better environments and distinctive public spaces. Detailed guidance will be drawn up to define these character areas and show how these sections of road could change.

6.5 There are several key parts of the Strategic Road Networks where capacity will have to be particularly maintained or increased in order to deliver the City Centre Vision. These areas are:

- Drakes Circus Junction (see Proposal CC13)
- Charles Street and Charles Cross (see Proposal CC07)
- North Cross (see Proposal CC14)
- Western Approach (associated with Proposal CC08 and the construction of the Millbay Boulevard).

6.6 Detailed delivery plans for these areas will be drawn up alongside development proposals and as part of bids for funding as set out in Figure 5 – the City Centre and University Delivery Scheme in Chapter 12.
Policy/Proposal: CC 7

Policy CC07 – Royal Parade and Exeter Street (West)

Royal Parade and Exeter Street (West) perform an important part in ensuring good access to and around the City Centre, particularly for public transport. Retaining and improving these connections is critical to the health of the City Centre. Without compromising this important role, the Council will seek to emphasise Royal Parade as one of Plymouth's great City Centre boulevards, and improve its setting as a gateway to the City Centre. Potential for improvements could include:

1. Changes to the junctions at Western Approach, Derry’s Cross and Charles Cross which will improve movements and create better public spaces.
2. Better public transport facilities and more efficient arrangements for bus access to the drop off points, with the aim of creating a high quality public transport interchange which improves the experience of the City Centre for people arriving by bus.
3. Improving the relationship between the City Centre precinct and the historic areas to the south of Royal Parade through to the Barbican, and creating a clear, high quality pedestrian link between Millbay and Sutton Harbour, through improvements to the public realm and creation of new public spaces as part of a wider linear urban park. Opportunities to remove street barriers and to reduce the amount of signage should be investigated.
4. Any changes to Royal Parade and Exeter Street (West) resulting from this policy must ensure that movements around the Strategic Road Network are not compromised and are, where possible, improved.

6.7 Royal Parade is the second great boulevard of the Plan for Plymouth, after Armada Way, and is framed by the best architecture. It plays a key role in the City Centre, ensuring good access to and around the City Centre and as one of the most important bus drop off/pick up points.

6.8 This AAP sets out that the primary purpose of the Strategic Road Network is the distribution of traffic to and around the City Centre, and that this role must be protected in making any changes to the City Centre. This commitment is a step away from the road network envisaged by Mackay, Zogolovich and Harradine in the 2004 Vision for Plymouth of a ‘greened’ ring road, although measures will be taken to deliver environmental improvements and enhanced connectivity to surrounding communities.

6.9 This commitment enables the Council to seek opportunities to improve Royal Parade to create a more attractive, vibrant public space, and a first class public transport interchange. Royal Parade is one of the showpieces of the Plan for...
Plymouth, and by exploring the potential for these changes, the Council is trying to integrate the boulevard into the City Centre so that it is a place with a number of functions:

- It will be a space which connects the older historic areas of the City Centre to the south of Royal Parade (including the route to the Barbican) with the Twentieth Century City Centre Precinct extending north along Armada Way.
- It will be a boulevard with a strong pedestrian route connecting Millbay and Sutton Harbour, via the City Centre.
- It will be a pleasant and easy to use public transport interchange which will create a memorable first impression of the City Centre for those arriving by private vehicles and public transport.
- It will perform these functions by having a high quality public realm and a succession of public spaces which together will form a linear urban park for the City Centre, and which create a better setting for the historically important Royal Parade blocks, St Andrew's Church and Royal Bank of Scotland Building.

6.10 It should be noted that in seeking opportunities to make these changes to Royal Parade and Exeter Street (West), it will be necessary to ensure that access to and around the City Centre by all modes of transport is maintained. A key test of any measures will therefore be that they do not reduce the capacity of the Strategic Road Network (see Policy CC06) and where possible, improve ease of movement for public transport and road traffic at key junctions.

Car Parking in the City Centre

6.11 The Council's approach to car parking in the City Centre is:

- To provide a small number of large, high quality car parks with modern, secure, clean, and attractive facilities, designed to modern standards, which are well lit, utilise the latest 'pay-on-foot' technology. They should have attractive, well signed pedestrian links to shopping areas and other places of interest.
- Car Parks will be distributed around the City Centre so that good quality car parking is available to serve trips entering the City Centre from all major routes. For example, trips from the east of the city will be primarily served by car parks at the east of the centre, and trips from the north and west of the city will be primarily served by car parks at the west of the centre. As a consequence of this strategy, any changes which could potentially be made to Charles Cross junction as part of Policy CC07 will not be implemented until the proposed new high quality car park at Mayflower Street West is operational (Proposal CC11).
- The car parks will be easily accessible from the Strategic Road Network and modern technology will be used to direct visitors to the nearest car parks with available spaces.
- Although the Council is therefore proposing to provide a number of new car parks, the ratio of car parking places to shopping floorspace will be maintained at the current level.
6.12 The provision of attractive, high quality parking for visitors to the City Centre is an essential part of the vision set out in this AAP of a rejuvenated, successful City Centre. Appropriate parking, in terms of quality, location and quantity is necessary to attract visitors, particularly shoppers, and to make them feel welcome and wanted in the City Centre. Taken with the approach set out above to public transport and the Strategic Road Network, and with proposals to create the High Quality Public Transport system, the car parking strategy explains how accessibility to the City Centre will be improved for all modes.
Chapter 7: The West End – the Market and Independent District

Strategic Objective: 4

To reinforce and foster the unique, independent, diverse character and community of the West End, so that its identity as a distinctive City Centre district is confirmed. This will be achieved by:

1. Supporting the 'Awakening the West End' Vision and integrating it with the proposals in this AAP.
2. Supporting measures to improve the viability of the Market, improve its profile as the heart of the West End, and support its focus on cultural events, arts, crafts and local produce.
3. Safeguarding the character of the West End, which is based on small, independent traders selling distinctive and interesting goods.
4. Fostering a creative, artistic community in the West End, and encouraging galleries, studios and artists live/work accommodation in the district.
5. Supporting proposals which introduce more homes and student accommodation in the West End.
6. Identifying Colin Campbell Court as a strategically important redevelopment site for a range of uses including retail, culture, leisure and housing, which will act as an anchor for the West End.
7. Supporting opportunities to break down the sizes of the blocks so as to create more north south movement.
7.1 The West End of the City Centre is centred on the Plymouth City Market, Frankfort Gate and the western ends of New George Street, Cornwall Street and Mayflower Street. It is characterised by small, mostly independent shops, cafes and bars and is the one part of the City Centre with a sizeable resident population. It is also a key part of the centre, where the communities of Millbay and Stonehouse access the City Centre.

7.2 The West End is notable for its distinctive and specialist independent retailers. This character has led to it being branded as the 'Independent Quarter' in an attempt to distinguish it from the 'big city' retail feel of the core retail area to the east of Armada Way. The independent retailers, the size of the units and the external treatment of the streets and spaces also give the West End a diversified, interesting, human scale that is quite different to anywhere else in the City Centre. The West End has a distinct environment and set of attractions which make it a unique and important part of the vision to broaden the appeal of the whole City Centre.

7.3 The West End is underpinned by the City Market which is located in a Grade II Listed Building. The Market is a seed bed for new businesses starting up in the City Centre, and has the potential to become the hub and the driver for change in the West End. This role will be emphasised over the plan period as the City Market begins to focus on specific activities which will enhance and underline the emerging character of the West End. The Market will increasingly focus on cultural events, arts and crafts and local produce, anchoring these activities in the West End.

7.4 In 2007 the City Centre Company published 'Awakening the West End' which set out '20 Projects for 20 Years'. This strategy aims to revitalise the West End as a thriving independent quarter within the City Centre. The AAP supports this Strategy and ensures that any proposals in the West End will assist in delivering its vision. The key elements of the AAP which will deliver the vision for the West End are:

- A redevelopment of Colin Campbell Court to create a new cornerstone for the West End. A mixed use development is proposed which will provide new attractions to draw more people into the West End for a variety of different reasons which broaden its appeal. The new Colin Campbell Court will include new shopping, but may also include leisure attractions, new cultural facilities, and new homes. The relationship of the new attractions to the Market will be emphasised, so that the new development and the Market form a dynamic partnership driving forward the regeneration of the West End.
- To take advantage of any plans to improve housing in Morley Court and Harwell Court in order to create a high quality sustainable residential neighbourhood within the West End, incorporating a mix of homes and community facilities.
- A rejuvenated City Market which provides a variety of attractions from local food outlets, arts and crafts to cafes and bistros and exhibition and performance space. Further to the east, improvements to units and frontages will improve the retail offer, and a new arcade of high quality retail linking New George Street to Cornwall Street.
- Taking opportunities to create more homes in the West End, more space for art and creative industries to produce, exhibit and sell their work, and to improve
the environment so that people are happy to spend time in the public spaces of the West End. There is local demand for artist space and for creative live/work accommodation in the West End and this could be harnessed to enhance the area’s distinctiveness.

Policy/Proposal: CC 8

Colin Campbell Court

Colin Campbell Court will be redeveloped for a mix of uses including convenience (food based) retail, small scale comparison retail, leisure, cultural and community uses, and new homes. The new development should include:

1. A masterplan that links the different elements of the site together as part of an integrated scheme.
2. High quality car parking to meet the needs of the redevelopment, and also to provide quality parking for visitors to the West End.
3. The retention of frontages onto Derry’s Cross and the retention or replacement of shop units fronting onto Frankfort Gate.
4. Redevelopment of Union Street and Western Approach frontages to create a positive streetscape and to contribute to the creation of a better City Centre gateway at Western Approach.
5. High Quality design and architecture to create a distinctive and vibrant environment which enriches the West End and also relates to the boulevard linking the City Centre to Millbay.
6. Strong functional links to the Market and West End economy and community.
7. An assessment of how to link the redevelopment to proposals in the Millbay and Stonehouse AAP for redevelopment of the Toys R Us block.
8. Live/work units for artists and creative industries, including space to exhibit and sell their work.
9. An energy centre that supports delivery of the wider City Centre combined heart and power network.
10. Improvements to drainage infrastructure to address flood risk issues.

Development proposals will be exempt from the Core Strategy policy to provide 30% affordable housing.

7.5 Colin Campbell Court has a considerable history as a development site in the City Centre. There is an outstanding planning permission for the redevelopment of the site for a retail led mixed use scheme. This is not, however, being pursued, following the recent decision by the Secretary of State dismissing the proposed Compulsory Purchase Order, partly on the grounds that its viability was uncertain. Further evidence has suggested that Colin Campbell Court is unlikely to support a large scale comparison shopping scheme similar to Drakes Circus, since it is too far from the main retail circulation to the east of Armada Way to attract big name retailers.
7.6 The proposal in this AAP represents a chance to clear away the ideas set out in the existing permission, and to create an opportunity for an inventive scheme to anchor this corner of the West End and Independent District. The new Colin Campbell Court should draw more people into the West End, for a different range of uses than are currently offered, and should create the opportunity for people to discover the City Market and the independent shopping experience in the West End. It also represents an opportunity to enliven the entrance to the West End from Derry's Cross and Western Approach Junction, creating a true gateway.

7.7 The AAP Proposal is not prescriptive about the precise nature of the scheme. It is intended to allow schemes to be drawn up which achieve the Council's aims for the West End, without limiting inventiveness or original ideas. Any one of a number of uses could create the focus of a new Colin Campbell Court, including commercial leisure, cultural or entertainment uses or food retail. Each would need to be carefully thought through to ensure that the aim of attracting more people to the West End for different reasons is met, and that new uses complement the existing shops and the Market.

7.8 One attractive approach is set out in *Awakening the West End*. This suggests the creation of a new urban quarter within the West End. It sets out a vision of a tight grain of streets being created and a mix of restaurants, cafes, niche retail, new residential areas and art studios and galleries, delivering approximately 8,500 sq m of mixed retail floorspace. The area would link to the Millbay boulevard and to the Theatre Royal. The approach would fundamentally change this part of the City Centre and provide a complement to the rest of the West End.

7.9 An alternative suggested in *Future Direction Development and Investment Strategy* is to anchor the West End with a major foodstore (of potentially 11,000 sq m), surrounded by high quality development and including a significant injection of car parking. This is a more commercially focussed option, but has the potential to substantially increase the footfall in the West End, with an opportunity to complement the specialist offer of the Market.

7.10 Any proposal must consider how to retain the building frontages onto Derry's Cross, which are identified as part of the City Centre historic environment, and how to retain or replace the independent shop units fronting onto Frankfort Gate. Proposals must also look at ways to introduce more homes onto the site, including artist and creative industry live/work units, and must provide increased amounts of car parking to serve the West End. There is also an opportunity to look at how the redevelopment of Colin Campbell Court could relate to proposals in the Millbay and Stonehouse AAP for the redevelopment of the Toys R Us Car Park block, and to the potential redesign of Western Approach in this location as part of the vision for the Strategic Road Network.

7.11 Redevelopment proposals could provide a sufficient amount of houses to trigger the Core Strategy requirement for 30% of homes to be affordable. Due to the complexities of this site and the difficulties which may be encountered in attempting to assemble a viable development proposition, the Council will waive the Core Strategy
requirement. Colin Campbell Court is a strategically important site, and the benefits to the West End, City Centre and city as a whole of having a successful, attractive, landmark development here justify a relaxation of affordable housing policy requirements.

Policy/Proposal: CC 9

Morley Court and Harwell Court

The Council will look for opportunities to improve the quality of the homes in the Morley and Harwell Court areas, and will use these opportunities to provide more homes of different sizes and types, and also examine the potential for introducing other uses. Proposals should contribute to the creation of a sustainable neighbourhood of apartments and family homes, with associated community facilities. The possibility of including uses such as a health centre, managed workspace or live work units should be investigated.

7.12 There are a number of reasons to explore the opportunities for some changes to the Morley Court and Harwell Court areas. It is an area which has an important frontage onto Western Approach which at the present time contributes to the poor first impression given to visitors by that road. It has an ambiguous relationship to the West End, despite clearly being within this part of the City Centre. The residential areas are set behind and over the shop units with few links through into the main shopping streets, and the diversity and interest which the Council is attempting to encourage in the West End cannot therefore spread into the housing areas. Finally, the changes taking place in the City Centre and West End present an opportunity to look at improving the environment within the housing areas and the links to surrounding areas and neighbourhoods.

7.13 The Council sees change to this area, however, being very gradual. Residents are very happy living in Morley Court and Harwell Court, as evidenced by the high numbers of residents who have bought their leases from the Council. It is one of the few areas of existing residential use within the City Centre, and is a highly sustainable location next to facilities and shops in the City Centre and in Stonehouse on the far side of Western Approach.

7.14 For these reasons the Council does not see the area as one where major changes should take place in the short to medium term. Rather, the policy sets out an aspiration for improvements to the area which could take place as opportunities present themselves over the plan period. Any proposals which do emerge, for example as part of Plymouth Community Homes programmes to improve the quality of public sector housing stock, should use the policy as a guide to the kinds of changes which could improve the area and create better links to the West End. Any opportunities to create new uses within the area such as health facilities, new business start up facilities or artist and creative industry live/work units would be especially supported.
Policy/Proposal: CC 10

The Heart of the Market and Independent District

The role of the City Market will be strengthened as the heart of the Independent District and hub of the West End. The block comprises the Market and a mix of independent units and larger retail units linking the West End with Armada Way. It plays a number of roles and should continue to provide a mix of retail, residential and other City Centre uses.

Proposals for development of any part of this block should:

1. Give more prominence to the Market by possibly removing units along its frontages to allow views into the central market area.
2. Create a greater diversity of uses in the Market, including local food outlets and space for art and performance.
3. Create opportunities for the improvement of units and shop fronts along New George Street, Cornwall Street and Armada Way.
4. Seek opportunities to create an arcade of higher value, boutique style retailers and other uses, breaking through the block and linking Cornwall Street (West) and New George Street (West).
5. Seek opportunities for new homes as part of any redevelopment proposals.

7.15 This City Centre block can be considered as two separate parts: the City Market and the rest of the block up to Armada Way. These two parts of the block fulfil different roles in the West End.

7.16 The Council has ambitious plans for the City Market. These involve:

- Working with the Market's listed status to refurbish the building and create a more flexible use of the space.
- Encouraging a gradual change in the range of goods sold, so that the focus of the Market is on local, high quality food and crafts.
- Diversifying the activities which take place in the Market, so that as well as traditional stalls there are spaces for entertainment, art, and eating and drinking, including during the evening.
- Improving the surroundings of the Market, including removing shop units from the Market's frontages to allow views into and out of the area and to give the Market more presence and identity in the West End.
- Create a through route behind the Market linking Cornwall Street with New George Street, allowing public access to the rear of the Market and the new public space which will have been created there, and also reinforcing the identity of the Market as a stand alone, high quality building.

7.17 This AAP supports these aims and the policy formally sets out these aspirations.
7.18 In the rest of the block to Armada Way, the Council expects to see more gradual change. At the time of writing the AAP there were no firm proposals for any parts of this block, although it plays a key role in the City Centre as the area which merges the Core Retail area with the West End and Independent District. Some of the units in this block, and particularly on New George Street, are not of the best quality and tend to accommodate lower value or discount retailers, because they are in a part of the City Centre which is neither in the main West End area nor in the Core Retail District.

7.19 The AAP aims to enable proposals to give this block a new lease of life and greater commercial success to be evolved through the plan period. In particular, proposals which attempt to introduce a wider mix of uses, including residential or student accommodation, will be supported. Proposals should introduce better quality architecture, and should look into the possibility to create a new arcade breaking through the block and joining New George Street to Cornwall Street. Any proposals which would affect the Armada Way frontage of the block should be very carefully considered, should be fully in line with the Council's proposals for Armada Way and should respect the important role Armada Way plays in the historically important Abercrombie grid of streets in the City Centre.
Chapter 8: The Core Retail District

Strategic Objective: 5

To reinforce the area’s character as the place where most of the national retailers can be found, with the ‘big city’ shopping atmosphere, while also encouraging a greater diversity of uses. The area will see exciting changes creating a new shopping area, delivering more shops, different uses and a much improved public realm. This will be achieved by:

1. Identifying a location for a major new retail development in the Core Retail District capable of delivering most of the new shopping floorspace needed in the City Centre over the plan period, plus new homes, and which is of a quality to be expected in a regional shopping centre.

2. Supporting the function of New George Street, Cornwall Street and Old Town Street as the shopping streets which provide the main retail draw of the City Centre.

3. Supporting Drakes Circus as the best quality retailing currently in the City Centre, and enabling an extension to Drakes Circus to take place within the plan period.

8.1 The area to the east of Armada Way is the City Centre’s core retail area. It is the part of the City Centre where most of the national retailers are located, and where the most attractive retail offer for most visitors is found. This character has recently been underlined by the opening of the £200m Drakes Circus Shopping Centre.
8.2 The analysis of the City Centre in the *Future Direction Development and Investment Strategy* sets out clearly why this area can be considered as the Core Retail area. The main indicators are:

- Shopper footfall. The places with the most people walking around are the places that retailers want to locate. In Plymouth, the streets with the highest footfall are New George Street to the east of Armada Way and to a lesser extent Cornwall Street to the east of Armada Way.
- This 'retail circulation' explains why the streets to the east of Armada Way have the highest rental values. These are the locations where retailers want to be, and therefore landlords charge the highest rents. National multiple retailers can afford to pay these rents and therefore it is in these locations that the nationals are found.
- Part of the reason that the highest shopper footfall is to the east of Armada Way is that the key City Centre anchor stores are concentrated here. House of Fraser, Debenhams, BHS and Marks & Spencer are all in this part of the City Centre, and these stores pull in the shoppers.

8.3 It is for these reasons that the most significant retail development of recent years in Plymouth (Drakes Circus) took place to the east of Armada Way. It is also for these reasons that it is unlikely that a major retail led scheme would be successful further into the West End.

8.4 The Vision for the City Centre therefore works with these fundamental retail principles, but attempts to use them to deliver a better balanced, intensified and regenerated City Centre. The opportunity to create 'big city' retailing is still to the east of Armada Way. There is, however an opportunity to develop a new anchor store on the corner of Armada Way and Cornwall Street (West). In this location the store is still part of the main retail circulation, it is still in the retail core, but it is spreading the distribution of anchor stores, encouraging more shoppers to use Armada Way, and is merging the retail character of the eastern City Centre into the greater diversity and independent retailing of the West End. By working with these basic retail principles which have shaped the City Centre, this AAP can produce a deliverable strategy, which will enable wider regeneration to take place while avoiding some of the problems which led to compromises during the delivery of the *Plan for Plymouth.*
Policy/Proposal: CC 11

Cornwall Street

This area is identified for a strategic retail led development, to spearhead the renewal of the City Centre and create a modern, showpiece shopping area with a new anchor store, new units meeting the needs of retailers and a mix of uses broadening the city's appeal. The detailed form and composition of the development should be evolved over the plan period to ensure that the final scheme responds to the changing nature of city centre and retail environments and economies. The development should include:

1. A landmark building housing a new department store of approximately 25,000 sq m to be provided on the corner of Armada Way and Cornwall Street (West).
2. Redevelopment of Cornwall Street (East) and the remainder of the Cornwall Street (West) block to create approx 61,000 sq m of retail floorspace, including reinstatement of existing floorspace, with direct links to the new anchor store and Drakes Circus. The Cornwall Street (West) redevelopment should provide the floorspace in smaller units which can accommodate independent retailers as part of the West End.
3. Creation of two new, high quality car parks providing approximately 2000 spaces, one of which should be adjacent to the new anchor store with access to Western Approach via Mayflower Street.
4. At least 700 new homes to be accommodated within the development, including flats, apartments and townhouses and possibly including roofgardens.
5. Creation of new public spaces along Cornwall Street.
6. Facilities to replace the shopmobility centre.
7. An energy centre that supports the delivery of a wider City Centre combined Heat and Power network.

Development proposals will be exempt from the Core Strategy policy to provide 30% affordable housing.

8.5 Cornwall Street is the key strategic opportunity for a major retail led mixed use redevelopment in Plymouth City Centre. It represents an opportunity to create an exciting, vibrant new attraction for the City Centre, and to produce a modern landmark retail street which will complement the historic parts of the City Centre and create the diversity and variety of different areas as set out in the City Centre AAP vision. The proposal:

- Can provide the increase in the amount of shopping floorspace needed to deliver the City growth agenda and meet Core Strategy targets.
• Improve the City Centre’s supply of high quality, large retail units which will meet the needs of modern national retail chains.

• Reinforce and extend the retail circulation by providing a site for a large new City Centre department store.

• Create a new, 21st Century corner of the City Centre; the next landmark in the City’s development.

8.6 The opportunity to redevelop Cornwall Street exists because the quality of the buildings in the blocks is generally low, and the density of development is low. The car parks which occupy the centre of the Cornwall Street blocks are in poor states of repair and are not popular, while the blocks themselves were built in the later stages of the implementation of the Plan for Plymouth and, with only one exception, are not of the quality of earlier phases of building. This means that there is an opportunity to dramatically intensify activity in these blocks through their complete redevelopment.

8.7 The key elements of the proposal are:

• The creation of a strong new shopping street, with sufficient retail to support a new department store.

• A location for a new department store for Plymouth. The department store will be located on the corner of Armada Way and Cornwall Street (West), and will involve the construction of a unit capable of accommodating 25,000 sq m of retail floorspace with a high quality car park accessible from the strategic road network adjacent to the store.

• Opportunity to create new homes above the shopping areas, taking advantage of views out to sea and with the possibility of creating roofgardens.

• Opportunity to create a two level retail street on Cornwall Street, with links from the upper level into Drakes Circus, and potentially into the new department store with links across Armada Way.

8.8 The development is also one location where a CHP generating unit could be accommodated.

8.9 The final design, form and mix of uses will be evolved over the plan period. It is anticipated that the lead in time for a scheme of this size will be at least 10 years. During that time the City Council will be considering the most appropriate delivery mechanism, given that it owns the freehold of the site. As the delivery mechanism is implemented, the proposal site is flexible enough for the final scheme to be designed to meet the needs of the City Centre, retailers and other occupiers at that time. The proposal in this AAP sets out the minimum requirements which must be delivered on this site to enable the aims of the AAP and of the City Growth Strategy to be met.

8.10 The scale of the development proposed on Cornwall Street would trigger the Core Strategy requirement for 30% of homes to be affordable. Due to the complexities of assembling all the components of the development, and the desirability of assembling a viable development package which is deliverable and attractive, the Council will waive the Core Strategy requirement, although developers are still urged...
to look at whether an element of the housing provision can be affordable. The Cornwall Street intervention is a strategically important site, and is possibly the most important redevelopment opportunity in the City Centre if not the city. The benefits it will bring justify a relaxation of affordable housing requirements.

**Policy/Proposal: CC 12**

**Drakes Circus and New George Street**

The role of the New George Street and Drakes Circus block as the core of the City Centre retail circulation will be strengthened, by enabling improvements to units within the block. During the plan period, opportunities for alterations to this block will be sought which will enable:

1. The improvement of units and shop fronts along New George Street and Armada Way.
2. The creation of an arcade of higher value retailers and other uses, breaking through the block and linking Cornwall Street and New George Street.
3. Alterations to Drakes Circus to allow an extension completing the retail circulation within the mall and improving links to Bretonside. In the longer term, Drakes Circus should look for opportunities to create links and synergy with the new City Centre developments proposed in this AAP, in particular the strategic redevelopment of Cornwall Street.
4. The creation of new homes as part of any redevelopment proposals.

8.11 This block has already seen significant changes to its eastern end as a result of the construction of Drakes Circus, and it is likely to see further changes to its northern side as a result of the Cornwall Street proposals in this AAP. It can be seen as having two distinct elements: Drakes Circus and Old Town Street, and the central block between New George Street (East) and Cornwall Street (East).

8.12 Drakes Circus opened in 2006, and has since become one of the most successful shopping centres in the south west of England. It is likely that within the plan period the centre will need to expand. Its success could be built upon by reconnecting the mall with the main shopping streets of the City Centre. One way in which this could be achieved is by creating a new entrance to the mall at Old Town Street. There are delivery issues with this approach, however, due to the need to relocate a telephone exchange to allow this connection to be made.

8.13 If solutions to this delivery issue can be found, the City Council will support an extension to Drakes Circus, particularly if links can be made to Bretonside bus station, and if the environment of Old Town Street is improved while retaining the historic buildings which line it and open onto St Andrew's Cross.
Policy/Proposal: CC 13

Land outside Drakes Circus

The area of land between Drakes Circus, the Money Centre, the Roland Levinsky Building and North Hill should be developed for appropriate City Centre uses, potentially including offices, cultural, residential or hotel. The footprint of the development should safeguard the potential to enhance the capacity of Drakes Circus traffic junction. The development should provide for:

1. A landmark building which respects its setting and relationship with the University and Drakes Circus.
2. Improvements to opportunities for pedestrian and cycle movements around Drakes Circus junction, creating stronger links between the City Centre and University.
3. The creation of active ground floor frontages.

In the short term, the Council will seek to bring the site into use as public open space.

8.14 This area is land left over from the development of Drakes Circus. It was originally part of the Drakes Circus traffic roundabout which was changed into a traffic light controlled junction giving access to the Drakes Circus car park. The site is in a particularly prominent position. It is close to two of the most recent and dramatic buildings in Plymouth – Drakes Circus itself and the University’s Roland Levinsky building. It is also close to two redevelopment sites – the Plymouth College of Art building and the Cornwall Street major redevelopment site. Finally, it is surrounded by public realm and fronts onto the public space created outside the entrance to Drakes Circus. These factors mean that any development on this site must be carefully considered both in terms of the uses proposed and the appearance of the building.

8.15 The site would best be used for a mix of uses which complement its surroundings and help to create an easy transition from the Core Retail District to the University and Plymouth College of Art. Residential and commercial uses would be appropriate, as would some small scale retail, cafes and restaurants. The site has in the past been seen as a possible site for the City Library. The building itself should be of high quality and should be a landmark signifying the gateway to the Core Retail Area. It should, however, relate well to the existing landmark buildings and to the public realm, acting to bring together the various elements of the character of this area.

8.16 Development will need to safeguard the site’s potential to play a role in maintaining the capacity of the Strategic Road Network. In particular it will be necessary to look at whether any part of the site needs to be used to enhance the capacity of the traffic junction, which is currently constrained.
8.17 The Council’s long term strategy to develop a network of high quality car parks serving the east and west of the centre was explained earlier (see paragraph 6.11), achieving a more even distribution of traffic on the Strategic Road Network. This strategy can only be realised once the new car park to the west of the core shopping area proposed in Proposal CC11 is implemented.

8.18 The current Drakes Circus traffic junction has seen problems due to vehicles from the west queuing to get into the Drakes Circus car park, and in 2009 this led the City Council to remove the right turn facility into the car park. This arrangement will continue.

8.19 During the consultation on the City Centre Issues and Preferred Options document in November 2008, a number of comments were received expressing the view that the area should be used as public open space. Any development proposals should therefore look at how elements of public open space could be incorporated into the final scheme. In the short term, the Council will look to bring the site into use as public open space until firm development proposals come forward.

An alternative option which was explored but not taken forward was to use the Proposal CC13 site entirely for highway improvements which would have allowed capacity at Drakes Circus traffic junction to be maximised, and allowed an access to the car park from the west. This option has not been taken forward to preserve the Proposal CC13 site for development and/or use as public space, and because the strategic approach to City Centre car parking enabled the access to the car park to the west to be removed. Full details of this option are contained in the evidence base and Sustainability Appraisal.